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THE INCOMPLEAT STRATEGIST
by John M. Ford

This will be, if the dice roll right, a

regular column discussing games and
game-related materials. Most will be

new (or reasonably new) products, but

there are no rules except that the game
have a science-fiction or fantasy

element.

The first point to be made is that

criticism is critical, including pointing

out flaws in a generally good product.

You are welcome to disagree with any-

thing I say, and please understand that

a negative comment about a game you
play is not an attack on your person.

Be further assured that the fact that

this magazine is owned by a games
publisher is not going to color my re-

views of their products, and they in

turn have no intention of trying to in-

fluence me. (Note, also, that this co-

lumn has no connection with any other

publication of Dragon Publishing or

TSR Hobbies, Inc.; and a comment
made to them may not reach me.)

Ifone ofthese reviews convinces you
to buy a product— even to prove how
wrong I was about something I criti-

cized — tell the company where you
read about it; that helps us all. (The

same goes for products mentioned in

our advertisements.) If you’re a game
publisher with a product you’d like re-

viewed, Editor Scithers can tell you
where, and to whom, it should be sent.

And watch this space.

TOWARD A UNIFIED FIELD
THEORY
Worlds of Wonder
The Chaosium, Inc., Box 6302,

Albany CA 94706-0302

Boxed set, $16 (+$2 postage/

handling)

Requires 4-, 6-, 8-, and 20-sided

dice, included

Designers: see text

Back in the days, not altogether

gone, when role-playing games were

experimental and uncertain and rattled

when you shook them, like breadboard

circuits, I spent a lot of time and co-

lored ink writing rules systems. It oc-

curred to me more than once that,

whether their setting is a sorcerous

proto-Earth, the distant future, or

mercenaries in a banaiia republic, at

the core of all such rules are the same
quantifications of people moving, act-

ing, and fighting (and thinking, too, in

a good ruleset). And the logical corol-

lary to that idea is that ifone designed a

really functional system, it would ap-

ply equally well to any environment

fi'om Cro-Magnons with pointed sticks

to Mh-Stage Lenspersons.

Now, this notion was implicit in sev-

eral rulesets. Traveller from Game
Designers’ Workshop contains bows
and swords and laser rifles, and rules

for psionic powers that would make a

fine magic system (in fact better than

many explicitly fantasy games contain).

Some of the “magic items’’ in the

Dungeons & Dragons® game are

direa analogues of high-tech artifacts

{pace Dr. Clark’s First Law). But no
one has come out and done a ruleset

specifically crossing the universal

boundaries. Until now.

The Boxed Worlds of Wonder set

contains four books, each of eighteen

pages, with stiff covers: Magic World,

Future World, and Superworld, which

detail the rules specific to those envi-
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ronments, and Basic Role-Playing,

which is used with each ofthe others to

form a complete ruleset. Characters

from any “World” may travel to any

other, after passing through a city

called (appropriately enough) Wonder,
which will change their currency and
insure that not too much technology

transfer takes place — no fair taking

your+XXV Century laser tank into the

Middle Ages. (The parallel with
Michael Crichton’s Delos or my own
Alternities Corporation, before their

respective system breakdowns, is in-

teresting.) Presumably Wonder con-

nects to other Worlds as well; the book-

let format means that more environ-

ments, to suit many tastes, can be re-

leased at relatively low cost to publisher

and buyer.

Basic Role-Playing (by Greg Staf-

ford and Lynn Willis) is the same book-
let included with the boxed Runeqnest

game, and sold separately for $4, now
in its third edition. It establishes a

movement-action system based on
percentage probabilities ofsuccess, with

those chances defined individually for

each character in the game, rather than

for characters by classes (5th-level

Fighter, 8th-level Sewer Worker, etc.).

BRP is actually a much stripped-down

version of Chaosium’s Runequest. It

drops RQ's elaborate system of locat-

ing weapons hits and distributing

damage, and the Strike Rank system of

sequencing actions; but it keeps the

basic mechanics of attack and defense.

One party to the brawl attacks, using

her skill percentage for the weapon she

is using; the other person tries to parry

the blow, with a shield, his weapon, or

something improvised, such as a chair.

It is quite possible to catch a blow on
your sword— and have the sword snap

in two. If the parry fails, some of the

blow’s force will be spent on the vic-

tim’s armor— let’s hojw he’s got some
— and the rest gets through as physical

damage.

It is possible to score a “critical hit”

— defined as a blow that gets past ar-

mor protection. An “impaling hit”

strikes deep into the body, for really

awful damage — and the weapon is

stuck there until extracted. And since

luck is — forgive me, folks — a two-

edged sword, there is the “fumble”:

drop weapon, hit friend, lose helmet,

hit self, critical hit self, and other little

mistakes that can ruin your whole day.

Now, one must note each character’s

attack and parry percentages with each

weapon s/he has been trained with,

and that can take quite a bit of note-

keeping. But implementing the system

is easy: one roll of the dice to attack,

one for amount of damage (if any), one

for parry chance. And the results are

remarkably like the combats of swash-

buckler movies (note I did not say

“reality”!). The Musketeer can casual-

ly parry the Cardinal’s Guardsman for

whole minutes, the valiant sidekick can

get an arrow stuck in his . . . er, flank,

that requires the Quest be interrupted

to find a healer, the mighty super-

swordjock can trip and fall down, ne-

cessitating a daring escape frbm a real,

chains-and-bars-type, dungeon.

This is, I think, the best system of

hand-weapons combat available today.

I did not say “most elaborate”; and I

certainly did not say “most realistic”

(which usually means “most compli-

cated”). This is a value judgement,

based on juggling dozens of combat
tables over the years, and it will do no
good to write nasty letters about how
morally superior the “Gargoyles and
Garderobes” combat system is.

Noncombat skills, such as climbing,

jumping, and spotting concealed ob-

jects, are also assigned percentages —
and one can also “critical” and “fum-
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ble” a skill task such as leaping a cre-

vasse; critical, and you land on your

feet, ready for action— fumble, and . .

.

oh, you get the idea.

As I said before, these subsystems

are simplified versions of those in

Runequest. As a result, RQ becomes a

useful — but optional — “higher au-

thority”; the game operator can, ifde-

sired, use its more elaborate tables of

weapons, the Strike Rank system, and
the assorted minutiae rules that some
people cannot live without.

Unfortunately, the Third Edition of

Basic Role-Playing also preserves the

fault of the earlier editions: it talks

down. Not ruinously or offensively so,

but after two revisions this jjoint could

have been fixed.

Magic.World (by Steve Perrin) takes

the medieval mayhem mechanics of

BRP and adds magic spells and a short

list of animals and “monsters.” The
spells list is thankfully short and prac-

tical, and contains nothing especially

devastating; rules authors have begun
to realize that super-wizards, who could

incinerate armies with a gesture and a

sneeze, did nothing for play balance.

There are mentions, but no details, of

more pxitent ritual magic (presumably

another book is on the way); but cere-

monial magic, with its props and chants,

tends to be self-limiting. One can’t set

up an altar and call a dozen acol}rtes

together just any old time, and besides,

dark magic rituals are always being in-

terrupted by hero-types with swords.

A short adventure for beginners is

includedfwith the other books as well):

poking around in caves, oh well. (At

least the cave described makes sense as

a place that might really exist.) Howev-
er, this is about all the guidance the

game operator gets toward creating her

own adventures.

I am ambivalent as to whether this

is enough. The best place to learn what

heroic fantasy is about remains, and

will remain, fiction. A well-written sto-

ry will teach more about dramatic uni-

ty, background, and the other storytell-

ing elements — and never forget that

role-play is a storytelling form— than

ten times the length of rules, charts,

and tables (all too often written by

people who can’t tell Bash the Barbar-

ian from the Odyssey).

More simply put, it is the task of the

ruleset to create possibilities, not ex-

haust them.

Future World (by Steve Perrin and

Gordon Monson) moves the action to

distant planets, adding ray guns, ro-

bots — but not spaceships; travel is by
teleportation “gates” from world to

world.

Charaaers gain beginning experience

by entering one or a series of “career

paths”: join the Army, study science,

turn criminal, and so forth. TTie system

is not as much fun as Traveller’s char-

acter sub-game, but it is easy to under-

stand and quick to use.

Five nonhuman races are described,

all balanced in abilities with humans,
allowing a player to take the part ofone

without becoming suddenly superior

or inferior to “its” human fellows.

There are intelligent robots, and . . .

here we go again hive-mind insects,

lizards, bears, and cats. Sure, it’s hard

to create an alien race that isn’t just a

Terrestrial animal with intelligence and

tool use, but nobody said science fic-

tion was an easy thing to write.

Characters can shoot at one another,

with an assortment of projectile and

energy weapions from hideout pistols to

a shoulder-fired guided missile, toss

grenades, and swing glowing energy

swords. The list ofweapons is manage-
able and rational, with some large and
destructive weapons but no excesses
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like pxKket nukes.

There is also armor against all the

weapons, in three types, each effective

against one type ofweapon (bullet, las-

er, or plasma), less so against the oth-

ers. And there is the “tacpack,” a

computer-sensor-generator that can

power one’s weap>ons and put up de-

fense screens against the other being’s

weapons. Screens come in three varie-

ties too, plus electronic countermea-

sures to unguide missiles. Combat thus

becomes a guessing game, as one tries

to allocate limited energy to the right

sort of protection. I’m not sure why it

takes so long — six to twelve seconds
— to switch screen type, or why the

sensor technology postulated couldn’t

analyze incoming weapons and switch

to suit, but the system is interesting

and certainly adds tension to a battle.

The lack of spaceships may put some
people off, but Future World functions

well enough without them. (To be

honest, teleportation is no more out-

rageous an assumption than faster-

than-light drives.) Most adventure sit-

uations work as well in a city as aboard

a spaceliner — cargo can be hijacked

from trucks, too — and ship-to-ship

combat, if presented in anything like a

believable fashion, tends to get charac-

ters killed in numbers, or stranded a

hundred miles up with no place to go.

More importantly, the designers were

not afraid to try something different,

and that is an attitude I applaud.

But I do miss the spaceport bar.

Superworld (by Steve Perrin and
Steve Henderson) makes the charac-

ters into comic-book heroes. (This is

the current boom area in role-play rule-

sets; there are now five major ones on

the market.) A point system allows the

“purchase” of powers, such as super-

strength, invisibility, and lighming bolts

from the fingertips; bonus points are

obtained for limitations and weaknesses

to the powers— the need to say a magic

word before becoming super, vulnera-

bility to meteoric minerals, and so on.

The list of abilities is quite compre-

hensive; just about any hero or villain

from the comics can be duplicated (ex-

cept, of course, for the fact that “real”

comics heroes always have just enough
power to survive and defeat the vil-

lains; in the game, what your numbers
say is what you are, and there’s no
Comics Code to assure the good guys

will win).

Character creation requires a larger

than average amount ofcare, partly be-

cause of this wide choice of super-

powers. It isn’t enough to shoot energy

from the eyes; one must define what

kind of energy, and in what intensity.

There is also the question ofconsisten-

cy; nothing keeps a character from be-

ing a martial-arts expertwho also throws

fireballs, or a 40-foot giant with a 95%
chance of Moving Quietly. A little

creative discretion in designing logical

combinations ofpowers and weaknesses

is necessary. (I admit that, in many
years as a game designer and op)erator,

one of the strangest things I’ve ever

had to ask a player is “Okay, now what

weakiiesses do you want?”)

Even with care and study of the

rules, the balance of powers and
counter-powers is such that a group
will probably have to play through a

scenario or two before understanding

how the system functions: how much
armor is necessary, how many levels of

attack powers and how much energy to

run them, appropriate and excessive

weaknesses.

The effects do seem to be worth the

trouble, if you have any taste for comic

books at all. Special rules make combat
spectacular, even by gaming standards;

characters get punched for yards (and

through walls), take pot-shots in mid-
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air with lasers and cold rays, use tele-

kinesis to slam one another into ceilings.

The sample character sheets provide

line drawings of heroically posed fig-

ures, two male and two female, for the

player to embellish with his or her

flashy costume design; a very nice idea,

but the artwork is terrible.

There are some typos, too. The
chance for a hero to hit something with

his powerbolts was omitted (Chaosium
has since said it is equal to the hero’s.

Throwing percentage). The text does

not always agree with the quick-

reference tables. Chaosium does back

up its products with errata sheets; one

for WW should be available by the

time you read this.

I can’t really imagine running an ex-

tended campaign with these rules —
how many times can costumed villains

threaten the entire world before credi-

bility totally collapses? — but Super-

world makes a lively change of pace

from hacking basilisks.

I started out by talking about uni-

versal systems. The IFIF sub-rules are

compatible; whether you want to have

costumed sujjerheroes meet swordsmen,

or sorcerers take on blaster-armed ex-

plorers, is very much a matter of taste,

and not to be discussed here. However,

given first that the rules all work —
which these do — I think having the

ability to cross over is better than not

having it.

The strengths ofWW are its simpli-

city and breadth of coverage. Its weak-

ness is the shallowness of that cover-

age. In the long term, players will

probably be more satisfied with a more
complete single-environment game
(such as Traveller for science fiction,

Runequest or a version of the

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® game
for fantasy). However, the “short term’’

can be many months of play — and
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some persons never do develop a lasting

interest. (Contrary to what some writers

in the field have said, many intelligent

and imaginative people do not care for

the games, and conversely, being a

role-player will not automatically make
you a better human being.)

Worlds of Wonder best recommends
itself to the game operator of some ex-

perience, whose players have little or

none — novices who haven’t decided

what style of game suits them, and

aren’t ready for masses of rules and

tables. Even where WW is sketchy, it is

not completely void on important sub-

jects; there is a framework for ad hoc

rulings. I suspect that, as more book-

lets are released, this will be a game to

watch.

So: as a role-playing system, Worlds

of Wonder is clean and playable, but

limited. As an introduction to what

role-playing is and can be, it is a prize.

THEMISKATONICUNIVERSITY
PRACTICUM
Call of Cthulhu

The Chaosium, Inc. (see address above)

Boxed set, $20 (+$2 p/h)

Requires 4-, 6-, 8-, and 20-sided dice,

included

Designed by Sandy Petersen

Call of Cthulhu (pronounced as “an

aspirated spit’’) is set in the strange and

terrifying world of H. P. Lovecraft’s

fiction: hideous monsters, and the de-

praved human cults that worship them,

lurk just below the racy, glittering sur-

face of the Roaring Twenties.

CC is also based on Basic Role-Play-

ing, and could be merged with theWW
Worlds — but at heart it is a different

sort of game. In Call of Cthulhu the

characters (“Investigators”) head into

dark, haunted places, but in search of

knowledge and the answers to myster-



ies, not loot; and they will encounter

monsters — but Lovecraft’s creatures

are not dumb scaly animals waiting for

adventures to come and kill them.

They are partly squamous, partly ru-

gose, and completely bad news. CC
characters have a characteristic in addi-

tion to the basic descriptive numbers;

this number is Sanity, and every en-

counter with The Unknown erodes it a

little more, until one’s character com-
pletely flips out (and the author pro-

vides a description of the state of psy-

chotherapy in the jjeriod, which is not

reassuring).

I can think offew unkinder things to

do to the typical confident fantasy-

adventuring team (Have Chainmail,

Will Travel) than to throw a shoggoth

or Lesser Old One at them. Great

Cthulhu Himself is in the book, but He
would be a fair match for an armored
division.

However, there is more to adventure

than killing monsters and grabbing

treasure. Solving puzzles, piecing to-

gether clues, can (if the operator and
players are good at it) be a far bigger

mental kick than rolling a handful of

dice and announcing “We killed it”

can ever be.

Character creation is complete —
down to geographical origin, by actual

population distribution in Twenties

America — logical, and not overly

complex, but requiring conscientious

players who will selea skills in a logical

background pattern, not just take the

most immediately useful ones. (Any
game with the character profession of

Dilettante has its heart in the right

place.)

There are guns, of course, naturally

including the Thompson SMG, and
some even heavier artillery (and bull-

whips, if chasing after lost arks is your

thing). The designer repeatedly warns

against excessive gunplay; in the first

place, bullets have little effect on intel-

ligent fungi from Yuggoth, and in the

second, unlike most medieval-fantasy

environments, this one contains police

and FBI and courts and jails. While

being High Priest ofthe Starry Wisdom
sect may not be against the law, shoot-

ing him dead assuredly is.

The set comes with “A Sourcebook

for the 1920s,” which is a pleasant in-

troduction— though no more than an

introduction— to a fascinating period,

a large world map locating real and
Lovecraftian sites, and some papercut-

out figures that illustrate relative sizes

ofpeople and Things. (I love the heavi-

ly armed flappers. Miniature people of

the Twenties may be obtained from
model railroad suppliers, such as

Walthers of Milwaukee.)

Call of Cthulhu has my strong, out

qualified, recommendation. It is

mystery-adventure, not combat-
adventure (though there’s plenty of

room for action, with pursuits by
roadster, railroad, aeroplane, and Zep-

pelin). Provided this suits the players’

tastes and the operator’s skills — and
provided that all are fairly familiar with

Lovecraft’s work, lest they be lost from

the start — the rules work well and

deliver, the eldritch goods.

In a field where “nameless horror”

usually refers to the designer’s gram-
mar, that’s a fine performance.

ROAD & FLAK
Car Wars
Steve Jackson Games, Box 18957,

Austin TX 78760

Boxed, $5 (+.50 p/h)

Requires 6-sided dice, not included

Designed by Steve Jackson and Chad
Irby

... You smile at one another, driver
'

to driver, because a little courtesy
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never hurts and besides, it looks good

to the folks watching at home. Then
the bullet-resistant power windows roll

up, the gun- muzzles extend from be-

hind the parking lights, the Sports-

TwentyFour chopper rises to a safe

camera distance, and the hell with chiv-

alry; this is the highway, this is war

, I am not going to analyze the fantasy

of equipping one’s automobile with

weapons and armor and going forth

upon the blacktop to duel with one’s

fellow roadhogs; I note only that it is a

very popular fantasy, especiaUy right

after some joker in a Dodge pickup has

just done his best to sideswipe one into

flaming wreckage on the shoulder of

1-80.

Well, for those of you who would
like to expend a little of that fuel-

injected tension, there is Car Wars.

Drive the armed Detroit iron of your

dreams down the highways of the Not
Too Distant Future, blasting bikers,

tailgaters, and SPEED LIMIT 55

signs.

The rules for maneuvering vehicles

are straightforward and comprehensive
— really very good, considering what
complexities might have been written

in. One can throw cars into rubber-

scrubbing esses and do the famous

bootlegger reverse (where my people

come from it ain’t no legend), but the

authors have saved themselves and the

players a lot of trouble by not trying to

design in every stunt Remy Julienne

has ever pulled in a movie. But the

system is open-ended, and autoacro-

batics can be added as players think of

them.

Tbe combat rules are similarly clean,

unencumbered with lists of special

cases and modiflers. The list of wea-

pons includes machineguns, rocket

launchers^ lasers (?!), and such spy-

movie favorites as oil sprayers and tire
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spikes — plus an assortment of hand

weapons so the pedestrians can shoot

back.

Car Wars also comes equipped with

a set of“campaign” rules— provisions

for drivers to progress from one com-
bat to the next, earning fame, glory,

and devalued dollars; this sort of thing

is almost obligatory in these days of

role-playing games, whether or not a

long-haul campaign makes any sense

or not. Drivers have such a low survival

rate in this game that a championship

“autodueUing” season would likely last

about three hours (or 165 miles, which-

ever comes first).

Which is hardly a flaw in the game.

Car Wars is good silly fun in the same
violent-bloodless fashion as a James

Bond movie, and costs about the same
as one movie ticket. Its movement sys-

tem could be easily applied to any ad-

venture game of the automotive era—
Thirties-gangster car chases, for in-

stance, or black sedans pursuing

Commander Bond’s Aston Martin DB5.
The counters are four-color and gor-

geous, even if you do have to cut them
apart yourself; and the game comes in

Steve Jackson’s new flat plastic box,

sized for pocket, purse, or glove

compartment.

All for five dollars (plus taxes, deliv-

ery, and dealer prep). That’s a Volks-

wagen price for a Porsche-class game.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL
CHARACTERS
Cardboard Heroes

Steve Jackson Games (Address, see

above)

$3 p»er set (+.50 p/h)

The Cardboard Hero is a strip of

coated board printed with front and

back views of a figure — human, ani-

mal, monster, whatever. You cut the



sheet apart, fold them up (or stick them
into bases— see below) and hey presto,

they’re miniature figures, in full color,

with all of the detail that has ever been

cast into an inch-high figure — and
some details that can’t be practically

cast, like thin-boned skeletons in rags

of clothing, and rapiers fine as a hair.

There are now nine sets of Heroes;

seven fantasy sets painted by Denis

Loubet (including monsters and a

splendid set ofUndead), a set of 15mm
tall Traveller figures by Paul Jaquays

(less cartoony than much of his work
has been, though the color registration

in my set is slightly fuzzy), and a set of

superheroes by JefTDee. The costumed

heroes deserve special attention, be-

cause while there are legions of metal

fantasy miniatures and many nice sets

for Traveller, one just can’t find figures

for the people in capes and tights.

The price is still unbeatable: three

sheets, about forty figures (more in the

Traveller set) for $3 and a few minutes

with cutting tools.

I have two suggestions: sets of

standard sword-fodder types, the sort

you need a bunch of, like uniformed

security guards . . . and a superheroes

set with plain black line sketches that

could be colored in, for those ofus (like

me) who can think of costumes but

can’t draw the human figure in action.

(Ifyou like these ideas, or have some of

your own, write Steve Jackson. Tell

him who sent you.)

Also available are plastic bases for

the Heroes. These are lengths ofsome-
thing rather like automobile trim strip,

with a groove to hold the cutout. They
must be cut to length, and do tend to

cover the figure’s feet, but they are

more stable than the plain easel and can
also be used to support cutouts of your

own devising — wall sections, for in-

stance. S3 (+.50 p/h) buys four 7"

strips, in black or white.

ON WRITING SCIENCE FICTION (The Editors Strike BackI)

by George Scithers, John M. Ford, & Darrell Schweitzer

“This book is a golden opportunity to see behind the editorial office

doors and find out why some stories make it and most others are given

printed rejection slips.” ... Tom Staicar in Amazing SF Stories

“If you have ambitions toward selling professionaily, you ought to have

a copy.” ... Don D’Ammassa in SF Chronicle

This book is avaiiable in bookstores or directly from the publisher,

Owlswick Press, Box 8243, Philadelphia PA 191 01 -8243 at $17.50 (which

includes shipping).
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Trial by Pylon™
Bar Sinister, Inc.

9156 Green Meadows Way,
Palm Beach Gardens FL 33410

4 decks of cards, boxed, $19.95

Designed by Vincent Miranda

There is an elegant ideal in game
design: the game whose rules require

only a few minutes to learn, but which
offers so many possible strategies that a

lifetime cannot exhaust them. Chess

comes immediately to mind, and Poker.

In modern game design there is

Diplomacy™ (Avalon Hill), which

derives its cold-blooded fascination

from its very lack of ethical rules, and

Cosmic Encounter™ (Eon Products)

(though lately its system has been

loaded to breaking with “expansion”

options).

Trial by Pylon™ is an attempt at

this sort of simple-yet-complex design.

The game equipment consists of four

decks of cards: Weapons, Treasures,

Locations, and Perils. There are also

six cards showing characters, one of

which will represent the player.

The sequence of play is simple: the

player turns over a Location and a

Peril. S/he must then use Weapon
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cards in hand to defeat the Peril, by

matching or exceeding a printed point

total (there are no dice). If successful,

the player may draw a new Weapon
and a Treasure. The game can be

played solitaire, or by several players

turning cards in rotation.

The next more advanced version of

the game establishes relationships be-

tween the Peril drawn and the Location

in which it appears: for instance,

winged Perils are strengthened in out-

door Locations, weakened indoors.

This makes some of the powerful Perils

virtually invincible— but certainTrea-

sures can be used to bribe the Peril,

withoutcombat. In a multiplayer game,

players may trade or bargain for each

other’s Treasures. The most advanced

version of Trial by Pylon™ is a quest

to recover four specific Treasures, and
play the card that ends the game.

So far, so good. The artwork on the

cards is attractive — not beautiful (I

wouldn’t want it on my wall, or on a

book cover) but pleasing, sometimes
Tarot-like. There are some jokes: the

Alchemist’s Laboratory contains a

glowing oscilloscope, and the spines of

books carry recognizable names. An
archway bears the inscription
SUCHARITKUL.

Unfortunately, Pylon needed one

more trip through the development

process. The rules, while clearly writ-

ten, constantly gloss over basic play

mechanics; most of the answers can be

inferred, but not all (i.e., when a char-

acter dies and must give up “half’ his

treasures, does this mean halfthe cards,

or half their point value?) The type of a

Peril (Magic, Myth, Monster, or War-
rior) is supposed to be given by the

shape of its label, but several of the

labels disagree with the master list in

the rule book — not a trivial error,

because certain characters receive bo-

nuses against specific Peril types.
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There are not a lot of play options in

Trial by Pylon™; the only tactical

choice is whether to use Weapon cards

against a Peril or bribe it with a Trea-

sure (assuming the correct Treasure is

available), and even this decision is

usually clear-cut. To be fair, there are

a few more options than in most
playing-card Solitaires, but the

controlling factor is still the luck of the

shuffle.

The multiplayer versions add the

possibility of making deals, but since

the sequence of Locations and Perils is

purely random, there is not much basis

for strategic choice. The kind of

interaction that makes Poker more than

just matching combinations of cards is

absent.

Gamers are, however, an inventive

lot; and as we all know, there are a host

of games one can play with a deck of

cards. I can think of several possibili-

ties; maybe designing a new game is

enough reason for you to purchase the

set. But that’s a rather large maybe.

Bar Sinister, Inc. (whose emblem
shows a bend sinister, to be heraldically

picky) proved they were interested in

new ideas by publishing this game;

perhaps before long they will publish a

set of rules to match the quality of the

components.

ONE IS THE LONELIEST
NUMBER
Star Smuggler™
Heritage USA
14001 Distribution Way,
Dallas TX 75234

Boxed, $4.95

Designed by B. Dennis Sustare

Star Smuggler™ is a solitaire science

fiction adventure game: you, the player,

are Duke Springer, interstellar pilot

and all-around hotshot, possessor of a

starship, a gun, and some sharp wits.



trying to turn them into a lot of money
while staying one step ahead of the

starport cops and the finance company.
The game consists of a rulebook,

explaining how the game world oper-

ates; a book of numbered “event
paragraphs”; and a set of cardboard
tiles, attractively printed in four colors.

Each tile shows one hemisphere of a

planet, with locations such as starports,

cities, prisons, agricultural areas, and
so forth, with connecting lines showing
travel time from location to location.

Two tiles placed together form a com-
plete world map, with all lines con-

nected. (And don’t throw away the box
too soon; the “four full-color coun-
ters” the back copy mentions have to

be cut out of its flaps.)

The usual “Programmed adventure”

involves numbered pages or para-

graphs, each of which offers a set of

options: each option — attack, run
away, read the spell, etc. — directs the

reader to another paragraph, which
gives the results of the last choice and a

new set of options.

While it has the numbered para-

graphs, Star Smuggler™ uses them in

a rather different way. Duke Springer

(“you”) travels from planet to planet,

and from location to location on the

planetary surfaces, more or less freely.

Once inside a location, dice are rolled

on a table keyed to that location: the

result is an event paragraph, which
may be an offer to buy or sell goods,

legal or otherwise; a chance to hire

crew; or a more unusual encounter.

Everything— travel, die rolls in search

of a deal, deals themselves — takes

time; and just to keep matters moving
along, every ten game-days Springer’s

loansharks demand the interest on his

starship loan.

There are a lot of options in this

game, and not a few rules — transport

modes from shank’s mare to shuttle-

craft, combat, robots, stasis boxes, and
on and on: practically a complete role-

playing ruleset. A good bit of record-

keeping is required, for the status of all

Duke’s possessions, his hirelings (and

their possessions), what Duke knows
about the planets ofthe Pavonis Sector

(and what their authorities know about

him). . . .

All of a sudden this sounds less like

adventure than like work. And, alas,

work is what it gets to be: repetitive

work, because the encounter tables

tend to throw the same events at you

over and over (I got to see the same two
starport thugs so often, I wanted to ask

their childrens’ names), and frustrat-

ing work, because every possible pur-

chase requires a specific die roll—even

buying fuel and oxygen for the star-

ship. Understand, I don’t argue with

the principle behind this system; it’s

not hard to imagine poor Duke plod-

ding from spaceport bar to seedy shop-

front, looking for a used spacesuit in

his size at the right distress price ... for

a while. But as the rolls required mount
into the dozens, then the hundreds,

one’s suspension of disbelief begins to

wear out its tires and shocks.

This is a fault of the solitaire, pro-

grammed mechanism. In a conven-

tional role-playing session, the game
operator would explain the reason it

was taking thirty hours to get a bus to

the starport. (“Well, see, there’s a

championship zero-gee soccer game
today.”) and both the delay and its

cause would have relevance to the

unfolding plot (“Before he dies, the

government agent tells you the secret

defense plans are hidden in a soccer

ball. What now?”). The solitaire text

can only produce what was written into

it.

Which is not so much a criticism of

Star Smuggler™ as of the idea behind

it. The solitaire programmed-adventure
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is an unsolved problem, and short of

computers with artificial intelligence it

may be insoluble (but don’t bet on it).

The author has done an excellent job

within the constraints of the form— in

fact, has pushed those constraints to

the limit— but has not broken through

them. The innovative rules and sys-

tems in Star Smuggler™, such as the

planetary tiles and movement-area
system, are curiously irrelevant to the

actual functioning of the game.

Do I have the answer? No. If I did.

I’d sell it to a game publisher and make
money — lots of money, because the

potential market for really good, excit-

ing solitaire games is enormous.
And for that reason. Star

Smuggler™ may be a success despite

my mixed feelings. I like business-

management games, even complex
ones, but Star Smuggler™ promises

swashbuckling and delivers accounting.

Still, like a book, a game that tries

too much is better, or at least more

interesting, than one that tries too

little. The rules suggest using the game
as a packaged adventure with your

favorite SF adventure ruleset, and in

fact having a game operator to reduce

the number of die rolls and moderate

the encounter situations would elimi-

nate most ofthe difficulties now present.

A completely intangible and unpre-

dictable plus: if you are interested in

operating (“Game-mastering”) SF
adventures, but aren’t sure what the

game operator does, this game will

show you, in principle. (Don’t try to

follow its practice, however, or you’ll

create the same tedium and repeti-

tiousness I’ve complained about.)

$5 is a reasonable price in today’s

market for a packaged adventure. If

you’re not put off by the prospect of

long hours riffling pages, rolling dice,

and writing notes to yourself, it’s a very

reasonable price for a complete game.

Just the thing for those long mid-
watches between planetfalls. ijt

ON WRITING SCIENCE FICTION (The Editors Strike Back!)

by George Scithers, John M. Ford, & Darrell Schweitzer
“This book is a golden opportunity to see behind the editorial office

doors and find out why some stories make it and most others are given
printed rejection slips.” . . . Tom Staicar in Amazing SF Stories

“If you have ambitions toward selling professionally, you ought to have
a copy.” . . . Don D'Ammassa in SF Chronicle

This book is available in bookstores or directly from the publisher, Owls-
wick Press, Box 8243, Philadelphia PA 19101-8243 at $17.50 (which
includes shipping).
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IF YOU BELIEVE IN FOREVER . .

.

THE STRATEGIC VIEW bV JOhll M. FOrd

The Forever War
Designed by James Griffin, from the

novel by Joe W. Haldeman
Mayfair Games Inc.

PO Box 5987, Chicago, IL 60680
Boxed boardgame, $17.00

In an essay that accompanies this

game based on his work, Joe Halde-

man says that if you want to read The
Forever War (the novel) as no more

than a slam-bang combat yarn, that’s

perfectly all right; there are many valid

ways of reading any story. As if to take

him at his word, Mayfair has provided

two titles for the essay; it’s called “A
Million Wars” on the box cover, and

“A Million Stories” inside. Take your

choice.

Joe having said this — and I cer-

tainly agree with him, having myself

written some books that the reader

may take as sociopolitical satire or

adventure, at discretion — it becomes

a bit harder to review The Forever
War (hereafter, italics will mean the

book, SMALL CAPS the game). First, one

must determine how the designer

interpreted the book; then, within that

framework, decide how well he

achieved his adaptation.

His interpretation: “a slam-bang

combat yam.” If you’re looking for the

philosophical aspects of the novel —
about war, communication, free will

and taking orders — go back to the

book; you will not find them in this

box.

The box contains a mapboard of the

surface of a “portal planet” — a little

bit of space debris, of no use whatso-

ever except that it orbits a collapsed

star, thereby “controlling the straits”

of interstellar travel. Portal planets are

dull and ugly. So is the mapboard,
crudely painted in shades of purple.

The counters, illustrated with

equally unattractive sketches, repre-

sent fireteams of Human and Tauran

infantry, support weapons, and bun-

kers. With only minor variations, the

objective of every game is essentially

the same: secure the portal planet for

Our Side by exterminating Their Side.

Yeah, that’s all. The green counters

run over the barren surface of the

portal planet, shooting at the orange

counters; the orange counters shoot

back. Sometimes a spacecraft swoops

over, blasting any opposite-color

counters dumb enough to line up for

it.

What happened to all that hardware

detail I remember so vividly from the

stories? Heat-exchanger malfunctions

and hypnoconditioning and cryocom-

ponent critical temperatures and

microton grenades and . . .

This is a good time to introduce a

term of game-designer jargon: the

word “chrome” refers to all those

game rules and components that add

atmosphere, flavor — the feeling that

these particular counters and board

represent power-armored grunts on a

frozen planetoid, instead of German
and Russian grunts on a frozen steppe,

or Americans and Koreans on a frozen

hill. Chrome, is, as with cars, a some-

what pejorative word; too much
chrome sometimes covers a lack of

structural strength. But without atmo-

sphere, the game becomes a null expe-

rience: a matter of shoving cardboard

chips and rolling dice against arbitrary

numerical ratios. The gamespeak for

that is “pushing wood.”
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In this game, nothing ever malfunc-

tions. A unit is either OK, “pinned”

(disorganized by enemy fire), or dead.

A unit pinned while on hydrogen ice

dies instead, a nod to the effects of

heat-radiator fins against frozen gas.

That’s a little drastic, but it works.

Troops may move at double speed on
the ice patches . . . well, in the book,

one could belly-slide across, but that

required some preparation and care;

here, the armor apparently is equipped

with skates.

There are no rules to represent the

Human hypnotic conditioning that

turned the high-IQ UNEF soliders

into laser-happy berserkers. The condi-

tioning is mentioned once, in a sce-

nario in which some troops mutiny in

spite of it. Oddly, there are morale

effects after a fashion, since pinning is

at least as much a moral effect as it is

physical dispersal; officers can unpin

units, and this is called “rallying.” So

there could have been rules covering

hypnoconditioning. But there aren’t.

As for the significant fact that the

Taurans have a group mind . . . they

may rally one another, instead of

needing officers to do it for them.

Period.

The effects of cultural and techno-

logical lag through time dilation,

which in the novel became a powerful

symbol of alienation, here translate

into a column shift on the combat
results table.

At the highest level of technology,

the “stasis field” becomes available: a

kinetic-energy-limiting field that forces

the warriors of the distant future to

fight with swords and bows. Not the

subtlest irony in literature, but logi-

cally worked out, and leading to some
surprising twists.

The system the designer has created

to represent stasis-field combat works,

but at the expense of logic. Several

rules exist only to make, the system

work. Once a side retreats into its

field, they must remain there until the

bitter end: why? The opposing side is

forbidden from entering the field until

all the defenders are inside: why? The
field generator, besides having no off

switch, is immobile — but in the

novel, two men pick up a working

generator and move it.

Here is one reason the game fails to

capture the spirit of the book: The
Forever War is full of “field expedi-

ents,” desperate measures to handle

situations not in the Army Field Man-
ual. As Haldeman says in “A Million

(Whatevers),” real commanders often

win battles by first determining what

the enemy expects, and then doing

something quite different.

The Forever War is too limited in

scope, details, and options to allow

that. All the units are on the board at

all times (unless they’re hiding in a

single “headquarters” bunker); no

surprise movements are possible.

(What happened to the armor suits’

camouflage ability?) An enemy force a

century more advanced than yourself

merely gets better dice odds.

The box cover says “One to Six

Players.” Actually this is a two-player

game. Humans vs. Taurans. There is a

solitaire scenario, in which a Human
force charges a cluster of Tauran auto-

matic weapons (the artillerists must be

on lunch break, or something); the

action consists of hoping the die rolls

for the robot side are worse than your

own. The six-player scenario is a free-

for-all attempt to steal an unidentified

“alien artifact” from the board center;

why group-mind Taurans and Humans
(the scenario is set after the War) are

killing each other for this — since

when one side has it, the others will

know anyway — is never explained.

So much for interpretation:
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The Forever War fails as an adapta-

tion of the novel, even on the level of

pure battle-action; and it makes not

the least attempt to be anything more.

Maybe the game would have had

more interest, more play value, if it

had covered the strategic aspects of the

War, provided some connective tissue

between the slugfests, some reason; or,

conversely, if it had brought us to the

level of the individual trooper with his

laser finger and internal-relief tube,

given us people (or Taurans) to iden-

tify with. As it stands, there is no

personality (even though there’s a

counter that says “Mandella” on it),

no meaning. Only green counters and

orange counters on a piece of purple

board.

I’m hard on this game because it

attempts to do a major thing, adapt an

important science fiction novel to

game format, and it fails in a major

way, as adaptation and game. It would

certainly be considered a failure if it

were not tied to a well-known book.

How oddly ironic it is that this

game, from a novel about the dehu-

manizations of war, should itself be so

dehumanized. ^

CARTOON CARTOON

William Rotsler Alexis Gilliland
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